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OUR MISSION
Improve the delivery and experience of care through the effective adoption and use of information technology. 

Chilmark Research is a global research and advisory firm whose sole focus is the market for healthcare IT solu-
tions. This focus allows us to provide our clients with the most in-depth, objective research on the critical tech-
nology and adoption trends occurring throughout the healthcare sector. Areas of current research focus include 
among others: Analytics (including AI/ML), Clinician Network Management, Cloud-computing for Healthcare, 
Care Management & Coordination, Community Engagement, Consumerism and Patient Engagement, Interoper-
ability and Platforms, Payer-Provider Convergence, Population Health Management, and Value-based Care. 

Using a pragmatic, evidence-based research methodology with a strong emphasis on primary research, Chilmark 
structures its reports to serve the needs of technology adopters, consultants, investors and technology vendors. 
In addition to reports for the general market, Chilmark Research conducts research for clients based on their 
specific needs as they align with our own research themes. Such research has included competitive analyses, 
market opportunity assessments, strategic evaluations of vendors for partnership and/or acquisition, and more.  

In 2012, Chilmark Research launched the Chilmark Advisory Service (CAS) in direct response to clients’ request 
for a continuous feed of research on the most pertinent trends in the adoption and use of healthcare IT. This an-
nual subscription service provides varying access to our research reports as well as direct interactions with Chil-
mark analysts to address specific client needs throughout the year. Partly in response to changing industry dy-
namics, in 2020 we introduced new tiers to offer access to this service to a broader assortment of organizations 
than the enterprise vendor or buyer that have been our traditional clients. Please contact us directly for further 
information about CAS. 

Chilmark Research is proud of the clients it has had the pleasure to serve including Abbott Labs, Allscripts, An-
them, athenahealth, Bain, Cerner, Cleveland Clinic, Epic, HCA, Highmark, IBM, Watson Health, Kaiser-Perma-
nente, Mayo Clinic, McKinsey, Medtronic, Merck, Microsoft, and Verizon to name a few. It is our hope that at 
some future date we will have the pleasure to serve you as well. 

CHILMARK RESEARCH LLC 
 One Beacon Street. 15th Floor

Boston, MA 02108 
www.ChilmarkResearch.com
info@chilmarkresearch.com

617.615.9344

The information in this report is proprietary to and copyrighted by Chilmark Research. No part of this report may be reproduced or distributed 
without prior permission of Chilmark Research. The information contained within the report is not intended as a solicitation of an offer to buy 
or sell any investment or other specific product. All information and opinions expressed in this report were obtained from sources believed to 
be reliable and in good faith. No representations or warranty expressed or implied is made as to its accuracy or completeness. Trademarked 
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Executive Summary
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) have become focal points of healthcare innovation in recent 
years.  A generally accepted definition is:

The simulation of human intelligence processes by machines, especially computer systems. ... 
Particular applications of AI include expert systems, speech recognition and machine vision.1

In this report we begin with early AI work, such as medical imaging and cardiology, and review different types of 
AI and ML. We also discuss the challenges that health data create, the growing concern over bias in algorithms 
and data, and related risks they raise in healthcare settings.

We focus on AI use in healthcare and in vendor solutions, exploring challenges and opportunities in areas of: 

 > Business Operations, including revenue cycle management, claims management, fraud and payment 
integrity, hospital operations, supply chains, risk stratification

 > Clinical Decision Support, including clinical documentation, medical imaging and pathology

 > Population Health Management, which includes risk stratification, population/care management 
toold, and patient engagement

 > Research, Drug Development, and Discovery, including precision medicine

 > Patient-Facing Applications, including bots, symptom checkers, laboratory testing, substance abuse, 
voice assistants, wearables

We also examine the evolution of the market and current approaches for validating the underlying algorithms 
and impact of AI, data markets, emerging market dynamics, and the cloud. Lastly, we address ethical concerns, 
human-computer interactions in healthcare, governance issues, and business model implications.

1 https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/AI-Artificial-Intelligence

https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/AI-Artificial-Intelligence
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Key Takeaways
Mainstream AI use in healthcare is still five to seven years away. Substantial bottlenecks in data access and data 
quality are the norm and will take several or more years to address at scale.

Substantial work in curating, labeling, and cleaning data is required to make datasets market-ready for health-
care applications. Nearly 80% of the work to develop and test an AI/ML algorithm is preparing health data for 
use in training algorithms.

Concerns for bias in AI are real and challenging to address. Given the lack of inclusion of minorities, women, and 
children in clinical research, the bias can be amplified if not addressed early in AI system development. Black box 
algorithms heighten the risks for users, so we will likely see more white box algorithms providing transparency. 
Regulatory drivers will demand transparency as well.

The most advanced areas for AI/ML in the current healthcare marketplace include medical imaging and business 
operations. AI’s recent evolution in healthcare has been heavily focused on image processing but is expanding to 
address other clinical use cases. Business operation applications generate less patient risk and have already 
demonstrated results in cost savings and efficiencies.

A great deal of social and business innovation will be required in the areas of data sharing, governance, and pub-
lic-private partnerships for AI to scale. Data blocking and well-known data silos in healthcare are significant 
roadblocks that must be addressed for the market to mature.

Underlying ML models will need to become stronger in causal inference for relevance in clinical care. Most ma-
chine learning focuses on associations of large numbers of variables in large datasets, but most medical or clinical 
use cases require an understanding of more complex causal mechanisms.

Cyber-security and ethics will need to be “baked in” from the start. Neglecting cyber-security and ethical issues 
in AI will create substantial reputational risks and damage trust on the part of both patients and providers. These 
issues should be addressed early in the development of solutions.
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Why AI/ML Now?
AI and ML have become buzzwords across the economy in recent years amid a great deal of activity across all of 
the major healthcare segments, from revenue cycle management to precision medicine. A seminal paper on im-
age recognition published in 2012 significantly accelerated innovation in deep learning.2 Early adoption has fo-
cused on imaging because much early AI work centered on databases of images such as Image Net that were 
created to train deep learning algorithms. Following the trend of early work based on image data, initial AI appli-
cation in healthcare was in areas such as dermatology and radiology. General interest in AI is driven by the need 
to analyze large datasets at scale, improve accuracy in diagnosis, improve feedback mechanisms, and reduce  
clinical and administrative errors. 

A recent World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) study on AI notes that over half of AI patents have 
been published since 2013.3 The ratio of theory to invention skyrocketed from 8:1 in 2010 to 3:1 by 2016. Ma-
chine learning has accounted for a third of all patents, and the life sciences and healthcare rank third (12%) of 
industry sectors with the most AI patents. IBM has received over 8,000 patents and Microsoft is second with 
nearly 6,000.

At the processing level, we have also seen dramatic improvements in both central processing units (CPU) and 
graphics processing units (GPU). The vast amounts of unstructured data that AI algorithms can analyze required 
dramatic improvements in GPUs that are capable of performing the same processing procedures repeatedly on 
large batches of data in ways that a traditional CPU cannot. Innovation in GPUs has enabled more scalable AI 
applications capable of processing these large data sets. While CPUs and GPUs are designed for different pro-
cessing applications, the two are used in tandem in many AI applications. This is part of the technology stack that 
has enabled AI/ML to scale and enable some cloud-based AI engines to provide analytics services at lower cost.

2 See Eric Topol (2019). Deep Medicine: How Artificial Intelligence Can Make Healthcare Human Again. The 
paper of interest: Krizhevsky, A, I. Sutskever, and G. Hinton, “ImageNet Classification with Deep Convolu-
tional Neural Networks,” ACM Digital Library. 2012: NIPS’12 Proceedings of the 2thth International Confer-
ence on Neural Information Processing Systems, pp. 1097-1105.

3 https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_1055.pdf

Figure 1: Patent applications by field
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https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_1055.pdf
https://www.wipo.int/publications/en/details.jsp?id=4386
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HEALTH DATA AND AI

Much larger volumes of data can be analyzed with AI/ML tools than with traditional statistics. Applying AI/ML 
to larger longitudinal datasets in healthcare would enable discernment of more nuanced changes in health con-
ditions and discovery of new biomarkers, molecular pathways, and anomalies unobservable with traditional an-
alytics. However, using past data for predictive purposes is problematic. For many conditions, treatment patterns 
shift every two to three years, quickly rendering past patterns antiquated. Indeed, recent research has found that 
the half-life of health data is just four months,4 leading to their conclusion that small, more recent datasets can 
have more predictive power than larger volumes of data.

Claims data are of great interest due to their longitudinal nature and large amount of data which allow data sci-
entists to see adherence patterns and outcomes. To unlock the most value, claims data need to be linked to EHR 
and social determinants data such as census data. One can utilize far more variables when applying AI to these 
linked datasets rather than using standard statistics, which can shed light on non-linear interactions between 
these variables that standard statistics may miss. This is also where we see how AI can be applied to detect bias 
in treatment patterns or reduce bias in randomized trials.5 

It’s worth noting that a great deal of healthcare AI work is based on a small number of datasets. MIMIC6 is a set 
of 46,000 de-identified medical records from Boston’s Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center used by more than 
12,000 researchers since 2009. The only free dataset sufficiently detailed to be readily used in AI research, MIM-
IC has played an equivalent role in health and medicine to ImageNet’s in the image recognition space. While the 
large dataset stems from an ethnically diverse area and population, practice patterns of physicians at that hospi-
tal could introduce bias, a problem that has plagued IBM’s Watson for Oncology which trained algorithms on 
data from Memorial Sloan Kettering.7 (In 2018, Philips, too, opened up a dataset of 140,000 patients treated 
across 200 hospitals in 2014-15. Philips’s dataset has fewer progress notes, less unstructured text, and variable 
quality of data across hospitals, so it’s considered less useful than MIMIC despite its larger population size.)

These examples highlight a major challenge to implementing AI/ML in healthcare: the substantial amount of 
work required to clean data. All of these datasets have substantial problems with missing data, corrupt values, 
and typographic errors and require a great deal of work to label. Tools developed to address some of these issues 
include Holoclean, for automating error detection, and Snorkel, for automating training set creation and data la-
beling.8

TYPES OF AI/ML
AI/ML utilize a number of different types of algorithms and models for analyzing data. Below we provide a brief 
overview of the algorithms and models included in the general field. Machine learning is a method that utilizes 
analytical algorithms to extract insights or features from data inputs. These algorithms must be trained on data-
sets that include demographic data, medical histories, disease specific data, laboratory data, diagnostic imaging, 
and clinical symptoms. Increasingly, behavioral data from wearables, social determinants, and even -omic data 
(genomic, microbiomic, transcriptomic, etc.) data is also used. These background data can then be combined with 
outcomes data or real world data over time to show survival times, progression of disease (quantitative), and oth-
er correlations for predictive analytics. Various types of AI models and algorithms can then be applied to the 
data.

4 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S138650561730059x
5 Thesmar, D et al.2019. Combining the Power of Artificial Intelligence with the Richness of Healthcare Claims 

Data: Opportunities and Challenges. PharmacoEconomics, 37:745-752.
6 https://mimic.physionet.org (see discussion in Rebecca Robbins, “How patient records from one Boston hos-

pital fueled an explosion in AI research in medicine.” STAT+, July 12, 2019.) 
7 See Robbins (ibid)
8 https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/how-new-tools-in-data-and-ai-are-being-used-in-health-care-and-medicine

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S138650561730059X
https://mimic.physionet.org
https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/how-new-tools-in-data-and-ai-are-being-used-in-health-care-and-medicine
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Algorithms:
 > Supervised learning: Training data is used to build predictive algorithms or functions that can be 
used with new data or inputs. A mathematical model is built on training models containing both in-
puts and outputs. Supervised learning is most commonly found in healthcare because it provides 
more clinically relevant insights for physicians.

 > Unsupervised learning: These algorithms take inputs only and find structure in the data, such as 
clusters. This is used to find commonalities in data and assess internal compactness of members in a 
cluster, for example. Utilized primarily for feature extraction. 

 > Semi-supervised learning: A hybrid of the above, used when the outcome is missing for some sub-
jects. 

 > Reinforcement learning: This is used when exact models are not feasible, such as in autonomous ve-
hicles, and the  focus is on creating software that will act within certain parameters or environments.

 > Feature learning: Used to transform inputs into something useful as a form of pre-processing prior 
to classification or predictive modeling.

 > Anomaly detection: Algorithms that can identify outliers or rare events that differ from the majority 
of the input data.9 

Figure 2: Taxonomy of machine learning models10

9 See descriptions in Topol (2019) and http://en.wikipedia.org/machine-learning
10 Source: https://www.sharper.ai/taxonomy-ai/
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The brief list above provides a general overview of the models and general taxonomy of machine learning meth-
ods and their general application areas. AI is considered a broader category of approaches and includes the use 
cases listed below.

AI
Machine Learning

 > deep learning

 > supervised

 > unsupervised

Natural Language 
Processing

 > classification

 > machine translation

 > text generation

 > search/query

Vision

 > image recognition

 > machine vision

Speech

 > image recognition

 > machine vision

Figure 3: AI applications

FIRST MOVERS IN HEALTHCARE
Medical imaging and radiology were two early adopters of AI given the substantial amount of imaging data avail-
able and the fact that early algorithm and model development was focused on images in general. IBM Watson 
Health was an early entrant that initially focused on oncology via massive amounts of medical literature data and 
through acquisition of Truven Health Analytics and its 100 million patient records. Some of the earliest clinical 
applications of AI in healthcare focused on the diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy from a database of 128,000 ret-
inal images.11 In neurology, AI was used in man/machine interfaces for spinal injury prostheses. In dermatology, 
an early use of current models included an analysis of 129,000 dermatological lesions to distinguish two different 
skin cancers from serborrheic keratosis.12 In 2016, Mayo Clinic and AliveCor conducted a study utilizing EHR re-
cords from 2.8 million 12-lead ECGs from over 20 years of patient records and EKG readings for insights on po-
tassium levels and correlations with T waves in ECGs. Arterys was one of the first companies to receive FDA 
clearance for a cardiology application, Cardio DL, which provides automated, editable ventricle segmentations 
from MRI images of the heart.

Figure 4: Timeline of Significant AI Advances in Healthcare

11 Gulshan, V., Peng L., Coram. M., et al. (2016) Development and validation of a deep learning algorithm for 
detection of diabetic retinopathy in retinal fundus photographs. JAMA 316:2402–2410.

12 Esteva A., Kuprel B., Novoa R.A., et al. (2017) Dermatologist-level classification of skin cancer with deep neu-
ral networks. Nature 542:115–118.
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AI in Healthcare: Burgeoning Opportunities, 
Countless Vendors
The interest in applying to AI/ML to the healthcare sector has grown rapidly in recent years. In 2019, approxi-
mately $4B in capital funding poured into the healthcare sector  - more than any other industry vertical. This has 
led to a proliferation of solutions from all stakeholders (incumbent health IT vendors, new start-up ventures, 
healthcare providers, payers, pharma, etc.). 

This made it very difficult to 
adequately scope this re-
search effort to account for 
the wide range of solutions 
that address an equally 
wide range of industry 
challenges. In this report, 
we have identified nearly 
120 companies that are to-
day offering an AI-based 
healthcare solution. We 
have broken these down 
into four dominant catego-
ries: hospital operations, 
clinical support, research 
and patient/consumer en-
gagement (see Figure 5). To 
simplify this figure, we have 
incorporated population 
health management (PHM) 
solutions with hospital op-
erations.

Figure 5: IT Vendors Providing AI-based Solutions
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Figure 6: Business Operations Application Areas

Table 1: AI Solution Vendors for Hospital Operations

Hospital Operations
While clinical applications of AI in healthcare get the most attention, some robust applications of AI can also be 
found on the administrative side of healthcare,  addressing the inefficiencies, delays, inaccuracies, and general 
bureaucratic complexity of billing, prior authorizations, payment integrity/fraud detection, scheduling, work-
force management, and supply chains.

Business 
Operations

Revenue Cycle 
Management

Payment 
Integrity/Fraud

Hospital 
Operations

Supply Chains

Table 1 below provides a quick overview of companies currently taking products to market to address the four 
dominant business operation use cases.

REVENUE CYCLE MANAGEMENT (RCM)
Hospitals and administrators are looking towards AI to automate processes that currently consume excessive 
resources or result in misallocation of human and clinical resources. AI tools can help mitigate revenue leakage 
and allow redeployment of employees from repetitive, mundane activities to areas requiring human critical 

Hospital Operations

RCM
3M-Modal, Change Healthcare, Clinithink, CloudMedx, Concerto Health AI, Conversa 

Health, Digitize.ai, Geneia, Health Catalyst, Health Fidelity, IBM Watson Health, Lumiata, 
Medalogix, Optum, Orion, Sentrian, Symphony Post Acute Care Network, Welltok

Fraud Fraudscope, LexisNexis

Patient Safety Health Catalyst, Gauss Surgical, LEanTaaS, Qualaris

Admin/Supply 
Chain

Amazon, CloudFace, GE Healthcare, Health Catalyst, Johns Hopkins, Olive.ai, 
PerfectServe, Qventus
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thinking skills. From real-time, automated claims adjudication to improving accuracy of billing codes, we see a 
growing number of AI applications in RCM, although innovation in the Prior Authorization has lagged behind oth-
er segments in the electronic data interchange (EDI) space.13

Figure 7: Healthcare Industry Adoption of Fully Electronic Business Transactions

Prior authorizations are a growing burden for payers and providers as errors account for significant revenue leak-
age and delays. Unwieldy manual methods are a major administrative expense; estimated costs for each individ-
ual authorization run between $50-100.14 Considerable cost savings are possible through electronic prior au-
thorization technologies.

Table 2: Average Cost and Savings Opportunities for Commercial Health Plans (2015)

Digitize.AI (acquired by Waystar) is one example of an AI-based firm that is automating the prior authorization 
process and reducing errors and delays through  two separate platforms for payers and providers. LIA, the pro-
vider platform, can reduce the work burden of prior authorizations by 50-70% and integrates with major payer 
portals. MIA, the payer platform, automates prior authorizations based on past records and integrates with major 
EHR systems. MIA also integrates with utilization management software and continually learns from cases pro-
cessed and rules determined by the payer.

Change Healthcare embeds AI into their three main business areas: financial, clinical, and engagement solutions. 
Manual coding has been replaced with AI coding, resulting in fewer errors. The Claims Lifecycle AI service lever-
ages data from over 2,200 payers, 5,500 health systems/hospitals, and over 900,000 physicians to improve pay-
ment accuracy, reduce denials, enable better forecasting, and reduce overhead costs. 

Lumiata focuses on AI tools for costs and claims predictions to improve cost-effectiveness and efficiency in 
healthcare. They claim that their AI engine is 5-20% better than existing actuarial cost prediction models. They 
also offer a risk stratification model for identifying high-cost patients, generating insights and predictions on uti-
lization rates and financial risk exposure. 

13 CAQH Index 2016
14 McKesson

Claims Submision Eligibility & Benefit 
Verification

Prior Authorization

2014

93%

71%

10%
18%

76%

94%

2014 20142015 2015 2015

Transaction Method Health 
Plan Cost

Provider 
Cost

Industry 
Cost

Health Plan 
Savings 

Opportunity

Provider 
Savings 

Opportunity

Industry 
Savings 

Opportunity

Prior 
Authorization

Manual $3.68 $7.50 $11.18
$3.64 $5.61 $9.25

Electronic $0.04 $1.89 $1.93
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Ayasdi (now a part of Concerto HealthAI) provides a healthcare platform equipped with AI tools in clinical vari-
ation management, population health management (PHM), and denials management. The clinical variation appli-
cation mines EHR and financial data to uncover clinical pathways for clusters of patients that can reduce costs. 
The PHM application is a standard risk management tool that detects high-risk sub-populations for alternative 
care pathways. Denials management entails mining denials histories for patterns that can be addressed to lower 
the denials rate. Their counter fraud application discerns patterns across claims, providers, and patients to detect 
emerging fraudulent practices rather than relying on the traditional “pay and chase” model.

Optum is one of the leading players utilizing natural language processing (NLP) to extract meaning from clinical 
documentation and identify gaps. The analytics from clinical documentation is also linked to reimbursement an-
alytics and can  cycle back to provide a better picture of the complete patient record for the clinician.

Health Fidelity utilizes NLP in their risk adjustment solution, which they co-developed with UPMC. (Change 
Healthcare also utilizes their NLP technology in Risk Adjustment Coding.) The platform helps clients identify and 
highlight gaps in care, assessment, and documentation; improve risk score accuracy; and establish quality control 
processes. The NLP engine works with both payers and providers and across all of the main EHR providers.

MedAware focuses on prescription management, prescription error prevention, and patient safety. They target 
healthcare providers, pharmacy benefit managers, and pharmacy chains.

Figure 8: Change Healthcare Claims Cycle/RCM platform
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FRAUD

AI can detect anomalies in billing data and other patterns associated with fraud. Given the magnitude of fraud in 
the healthcare system, conservatively estimated at $68B annually,15 and incentives to detect fraud, payment in-
tegrity and anti-fraud AI solutions have become a rapidly growing market segment. 

Developed out of the Georgia Institute of Technology, FraudScope’s solution mines claims data and data from 
healthcare facilities.  It has an opioid abuse application that monitors pharmacy activities. The tool is designed to 
assist special investigation units (SIUs) and facilitate rapid investigations of fraud and can identify locations of 
phantom clinics directly in the application. The platform is designed to integrate easily with existing workflows 
and technologies used by SIUs and can even identify fraudulent cases before payments are made.

LexisNexis Risk Solutions offers a number of AI applications for payers and providers. In the fraud detection 
segment they can couple claims data with provider and public records data to create risk scores for Medicare 
fraud. For example, they have discerned patterns in how patients with specific providers cluster in specific apart-
ments and found that socio-economic data can identify outliers for those implicated in Medicare fraud rings. 

ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN 
Our scan of the market revealed a number of AI offerings focused on hospital operations. Staff scheduling and 
clinical workflows are important for addressing physician burnout. AI can also be used to scan structured and 
unstructured data for more efficient clinical reviews, freeing time for patient care. We will likely see applications 
that can assist surgeons in presurgical planning. Supply chains in hospitals are extremely complex and the source 
of a great deal of revenue leakage, making them an attractive target for AI that can also address interoperability 
challenges.

Johns Hopkins University Medical Hospital has been using an AI solution developed with GE Healthcare Part-
ners to assign patients beds, a task previously assigned to 50+ bed managers. With the new AI tool, the hospital 
can assign patients to beds 30% faster, with an 80% cut in the need to keep patients in recovery rooms longer, 
and a 20% reduction in wait times for emergency room beds. Coupled with a 60% increase in the ability to accept 
transfers from other hospitals, this has translated into dramatic increases in revenue.16 

Qventus has created a platform specifically for hospital operations, providing predictive analytics for emergency 
departments, perioperative areas, and patient safety. The solutions aim to improve patient flows and staff re-
source allocation. Qventus utilizes human insights from on-site teams who evaluate workflows and AI-driven 
software to anticipate issues that can negatively affect system performance and delays or resource allocation 
decisions. 

Olive offers an “AI-as-a-Service” model for automating repetitive, high volume, error prone services in hospitals 
and healthcare enterprises, with core competencies in eligibility checks and un-adjudicated claims. Their clients 
include Hancock Regional Hospital and Meadows Regional Medical Center. 

PerfectServe, a medical communication and collaboration platform, has recently acquired AI capabilities in shift 
scheduling to optimize workflows. Lightning Bolt Solutions, the acquired company in the AI space, has developed 
scheduling optimization software utilizing AI; its customers include Geisinger, Sutter Health, UCLA Health, and 
the Veterans Administration. The average hospital scheduling system has over 400 rules; the Lightning Bolt 
Solutions platform can model millions of possible permutations to manage shift scheduling to help reduce physi-
cian burnout.

15 National Health Care Anti-Fraud Association
16 https://hbr.org/2018/11/can-ai-address-health-cares-red-tape-problem

https://hbr.org/2018/11/can-ai-address-health-cares-red-tape-problem
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Figure 10: CloudFace Data Sources and Outputs

CloudFace is a cloud-computing company that has found a novel approach to interoperability of disparate health 
IT systems by accessing Layer 2 of the OSI stack (see Figure 9) and connecting several thousand disparate soft-
ware systems used in hospital supply chains. All of the systems are integrated into the cloud, and the use of Lay-
er 2 is the basis for a cybersecurity solution that also protects against ransomware. 

After integrating software systems in the cloud, organizations can run AI algorithms on the data from disparate 
systems for more transparent billing and accounting operations across the entire supply chain. In the first use 
with Loma Linda Hospital (California), CloudFace achieved cost reductions of over $100M in six months and im-
proved outcomes without substantive behavioral changes from clinicians. 

Figure 9: OSI Model
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PATIENT SAFETY

Patient safety is a robust area for AI development. For example, many acute care-centric EHR vendors have de-
veloped sepsis detection algorithms that use continuously monitored patient acute biometrics to signal possible 
sepsis infection. Numerous hospital systems are also developing a wide array of AI-based, patient safety algo-
rithms. There are also a number of smaller companies offer AI solutions to address patient safety—Qualaris, 
Gauss Surgical (monitoring blood loss in surgery), LeanTaaS (surgery, cancer infusion centers)—and workflow 
management.
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Population Health Management
Population health management (PHM) is an area of strong growth given the challenge of managing risk from dis-
parate data sets and across the continuum of care. The goal of most AI applications in PHM involves using unsu-
pervised learning to uncover hidden risks that may be revealed when combining social, behavioral, financial, and 
clinical data. This enables the first step for predictive analytics. 

When HCOs can identify at-risk patients, it’s then possible to dive deeper into patient history and context to 
identify those with impactable conditions and monitor progress of the condition. Remote monitoring or weara-
bles can provide additional behavioral and medical data to provide better prescriptive analytics and better care 
plans that identify possible gaps in care. 

AI can also play a major role in addressing standardization of care and variability in utilization patterns. This is 
where AI can actually identify clinical bias where physicians’ treatment patterns do not meet standards of care. 
The Society of Actuaries analyzed 47 million health records from 2009-15 and found that 17% of insured mem-
bers were responsible for 75% of care costs.17 AI will play a growing role in the development of better cost mod-
els for the most expensive treatments.

Table 2 provides a breakdown of some of the leading AI vendors addressing the three dominant needs in PHM: 
risk stratification, population/care management and patient engagement. Note: there is a more in-depth over-
view of patient/consumer solutions in a separate section.

17 https://www.milliman.com/uploadedFiles/insight/2018/insurance-risk-impact-provider-payment-models.
pdf

Population Health Management

Risk Stratification Apixio, Clinithink, Concerto HealthAI, Johns Hopkins, LexisNexis, 
Lumiata, KenSci, OM1, SAS

Population Health/
Care Management

Biofourmis, CloudMedx, Geneia, Health Catalyst, Lightbeam Health 
Solutions, Lucina Health,Medalogix, Optima Health, Orion Health, 

RxPREDiCT, Sentrian, Symphony Post Acute Network

Patient Engagement Conversa Health, Welltok

Table 3: Solutions Using AI for PHM

https://www.milliman.com/uploadedFiles/insight/2018/insurance-risk-impact-provider-payment-models.pdf
https://www.milliman.com/uploadedFiles/insight/2018/insurance-risk-impact-provider-payment-models.pdf
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Figure 11: Population Health Management Application Areas

RISK STRATIFICATION
Models for risk stratification are being improved by the growing volume of data and new types of data such as 
behavioral and social determinants data. AI has a role in creating new models to combine different data types and 
improve risk models. The growth in precision medicine advanced by AI provides additional ways to stratify pop-
ulations based on -omic data. 

LexisNexis Risk Solutions utilizes public records data to provide a social determinants-based risk model for re-
admissions for patients with conditions such as chronic lung disease, coronary artery bypass graft surgery, heart 
attacks, heart failure, hip and knee replacements, and pneumonia.

OM1 utilizes longitudinal, multi-source registries (over 60B rows of data across immunology-rheumatology, car-
dio-metabolic, gastrointestinal, pain management, neurology, and behavioral health) coupled with a “cognitive 
cloud” to generate analytics on outcomes based on real world evidence. Their offerings include analytics to man-
age risk in value-based contracts. On the clinical side, they offer predictive analytics for diagnosis, care manage-
ment, treatment plans, and cost management of care. They are currently working with the Agency for Healthcare 
Research and Quality and OMERACT.

Jvion focuses on “predictive analytics for preventable harm” by identifying at-risk patients on readmission tra-
jectories. They created the Jvion Machine based on applying machine learning analytics on a dataset of 16 mil-
lion patients and have focused on the top 50 most preventable harm vectors to alter trajectories before harm 
occurs. The algorithms combine EHR data, social determinants data, and data on non-compliance history. They 
claim to have reduced harm incidents by 30% and averaged $6.3M per year in total cost savings over the past 
decade. Their clients include Geisinger, Mercy Medical Center, Southeast Health, Baptist Health, Grady Memo-
rial, Health First, Cardinal Health, and Baystate Health. 

SAS, Lightbeam Health Solutions, KenSci, Lumiata (acquired Forecast Health to enhance their risk stratification 
capabilities), and Apixio are additional players in the risk stratification space. Lumiata and Apixio have two of the 
most robust platforms for ingesting and preparing a wide range of data sources for their AI engines/platforms. 
Clinithink utilizes NLP to transform clinical records into structured data (SNOMED) to perform risk analyses for 
HCOs and clinical trials.
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POPULATION/CARE MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Biofourmis analyzes data from wearables and other remote monitoring devices to track health status and predict 
changes in health status much earlier. They provide insights for personalized care and disease management ap-
proaches for providers, payers, and pharmaceutical clients. 

CloudMedx provides an AI-based analytics platform for population health and revenue cycle management. They 
are able to ingest data from EHRs, labs, clinical notes, and demographics to provide insights on population health 
metrics and risk.

Geneia’s Data Intelligence Lab has developed a ML-based risk score shown to out-perform traditional actuarial 
models used by health plans. Their Theon Platform is delivered through Salesforce’s cloud or with third-party 
visualization platforms. Their analytics support quality measures including HEDIS, Stars, and Merit-based Incen-
tive Payment System (MIPS) and offer modules for ACOs, hospitals, patient access and experience, payer analyt-
ics, disease specific analytics, and primary care. 

Health Catalyst has developed catalyst.ai as an open-source tool for integrating AI into all of their PHM tools: 
re-admissions reductions, hospital acquired infection (HAI) reduction, predictive models for chronic diseases and 
propensity to pay, and predicting no-shows for appointments, to name a few.  In some of their deployed predic-
tive models, they have been able to identify at-risk patients and also determine risk factors that can be modified 
beyond the patient and extend to social context.

Lucina Health offers an analytics platform for managing risk and care for expecting mothers with the goal of re-
ducing preterm birth rates. With a risk stratification tool developed for this population, they work with care man-
agers and PHM tools to track results for analytics that can improve performance. Medalogix is an AI-based tool 
offering predictive analytics for PHM with applications for workflows and business intelligence. RxPREDiCT fo-
cuses on combining biosciences, behavioral sciences, and disease progression to identify at-risk populations and 
target the delivery of personalized care, medications, and digital tools that payers and providers can leverage for 
insights that improve outcomes. Sentrian focuses on preventing unnecessary hospitalizations with a solution to 
improve shared savings contracts for risk-bearing HCOs. 

Figure 12: Health Catalyst AI Implementation Map
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Symphony Post Acute Network (SPAN) has developed an AI engine from a data set of 80,000 patients to im-
prove patient care. They can generate risk profiles for readmissions and have demonstrated cost savings to 
skilled nursing facilities (SNFs) and HCOs in reducing hospital readmissions from risk scoring. They work with 
DataRobot’s AI engine on readmissions data analytics, to lower readmission risk. One interesting observation: 
Early on, nurses were hesitant to accept recommendations from a “robot,” but when the lead, data scientists 
urged them to dig into the patient data and model, the nurses actually discovered hidden risk factors in the re-
cords that they were unaware of. Moving beyond a “black box” approach increased trust.18 

Optima Health and Prealize (formerly Cardinal Analytx Solutions) have launched a partnership in Virginia that 
bridges risk stratification and population health management by using predictive analytics to identify at-risk pa-
tients. Prealize provides analytics on patients with both clinical impactability and higher levels of engagement; 
Optima Health can then intervene and drive improved outcomes.19 

Orion Health has developed a roadmap for their PHM platform that integrates a number of precision medicine 
tools. Data are used to generate risk profiles, clinical documentation, and coding.  Orion is also involved in a num-
ber of partnerships with public hospitals for early work in precision medicine and data tagging tools.

18 https://www.constellationr.com/node/15785/vote/application/view/470
19 https://www.healthdatamanagement.com/news/optima-health-applies-ai-to-rising-risk-pop-health

Figure 13: Orion Health PHM platform
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PATIENT ENGAGEMENT

Welltok is one of the larger SaaS players focused on consumer activation through a multi-channel (text, phone, 
online) approach. Their underlying database has over 275 million patient records and 800 variables that they can 
analyze for insights on consumer behavior and engagement. They focus on employers, pharmacies, payers, and 
providers. Conversa Health also focuses on consumer engagement via their AI-based chatbot “Conversation 
Platform” that enables virtual care and customized communications to patients. A more comprehensive list of 
consumer-facing solutions is documented later.
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Clinical Decision Support (CDS)
CDS is one of the most discussed areas for AI/ML innovation in the media despite being somewhat less mature 
than administrative applications, due to regulatory issues and data sharing/blocking. Administrative applications 
are also more advanced because of the relative improvement in AI/ML models focused on associative studies, 
rather than in models that reveal the underlying causal mechanisms that are important for medical diagnoses and 
for prescribing therapeutic action. Nevertheless, a substantial amount of work is being conducted in CDS, par-
ticularly grant-funded research at academic medical centers, but we expect several years before seeing robust 
systems and actual use by clinicians. 

Despite what is likely a longtime frame for broad adoption and use of AI for CDS, that has not deterred vendors 
nor their investors. It is within this sector that we found the greatest activity (number of vendors) striving to de-
liver robust solutions to support clinicians in the delivery of care (Table 3).

Table 4: AI Solution Vendors for Clinical Support

A recent systematic review and meta-analysis of deep learning vs. human health care professionals across all im-
aging domains of medicine found relatively few studies that actually compared the two.20 (Of 20,000 unique ab-
stracts, only 25 studies met the criteria for systematic review and 100 studies met the criteria for meta-analysis.) 
The compared studies demonstrated nearly equivalent performance of deep learning algorithms and health care 
professionals with an 87.0% pooled sensitivity for deep learning models and 86.4% for health care professionals 
(92.5% and 90.5% specificity, respectively). 

The study authors point out the need for more research given widely differing opinions on what represents 
ground truth or consensus opinion on diagnostic decisions. Human experts’ disagreement on a diagnostic out-
come creates inconsistent or incorrect labels on the source data used to train algorithms, therefore introducing 
bias. Furthermore, physicians include patient history and physical exams to determine what type of diagnostic 
approach is needed, while AI tools are used on curated data, making comparisons of the two challenging. The 

20 Liu x, et al. A comparison of deep learning performance against health care professionals in detecting diseas-
es from medical imaging: a systematic review and meta-analysis. Lancet Digital Health 2019; published online 
Sept 24. https://doi.org/10.1016/S2589-7500(19)30123-2.

Clinical Support

Prescriptions Lemonaid Health, MedAware, RxPredict

CDS Enlitics, Google/Deepmind, HeartFlow, IBM Watson, INsight Rx, Mayo 
Clinic, Microsoft Healthcare Next, Mindshare Medical, Omic x, Path AI

Clinical Documentation 3M-Modal, Amazon, Google/Deepmind, IBM Watson, Kiroku, MDOps, 
Notable, Nuance, Optum, Saykara, Suki

Medical Imaging & 
Pathology

Arterys, Caption Health (BayLabs), CureMetrix, DeepLens, Enlitics, GE 
Healthcare, Google/Deepmind, IBM Watson, Imagen, Intel, Lunit, 

Mindshare Medical, Philips, Proscia, Strateos, VisAI, Zebra Medical Vision

EHRs Allscripts, athenahealth, CareCloud, Cerner, Epic, GE Centricity, Google/
Deepmind Greenway, IBM Watson
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authors argue that more negative studies--often excluded in the knowledge base that AI is trained on--need to 
be included for better comparative studies. These issues lead to their conclusion that AI is no worse than humans 
at diagnosing lesions and more research is needed to fully evaluate the relative performance of AI. 

Clinical 
Decision 
Support

Clinical 
Documentation

Point-of-Care 
Decision Support

Medical Imaging/
Pathology

Figure 14: Clinical Decision Support Application Areas

Google DeepMind Health has been used by the UK National Health Service to mine health records for faster 
detection of eye diseases, faster development of radiotherapy protocols (in seconds rather than hours), and de-
tection of early warning signs of patient deterioration from EHRs. They recently launched Streams AI, a mobile 
app for doctors and nurses, currently in use at the Royal Free London Trust and Imperial College Healthcare 
Trust. Google has also been experimenting with their own distributed ledger technology in combination with AI 
for improving security and privacy of patient records used in DeepMind Health. (DeepMind has encountered 
some controversy over patient data privacy protections and an outside review committee was created to provide 
oversight.)

IBM Watson Health initially focused on oncology care with mixed results but has extended their reach into mul-
tiple areas. At the policy level they are working with government entities across fraud, costs, and outcomes data 
analytics and caseload management for social workers. (See more detail on Watson Health Oncology in the pre-
cision medicine section.)

Microsoft Healthcare NExT is Microsoft’s umbrella entity coupling cloud and AI for genetic research, cardiology 
(used in Apollo Hospitals, India), eyecare, end-to-end applications for healthcare organizations, and clinical 
note-taking, as well as a nascent effort in health bots. 

Mayo Clinic is very active in the area of AI and heart disease and has partnered with technology companies in-
cluding AliveCor, IBM Watson, Omron Healthcare, Google, and Jvion to bring AI into remote patient monitoring 
devices and programs. 

omicX has developed a platform to assist both clinical researchers and bioinformaticians to identify specialists 
and data from the vast medical literature, and to uncover thought processes and show how data sources are con-
nected. It can be used by clinicians to keep up with emerging protocols and practices and can also help facilitate 
partnerships between academic researchers and clinicians. Its CC Cruiser tool, which is used by clinicians for 
pediatric cataract diagnoses in developing countries, utilizes a convolutional neural network (CNN) model.
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HeartFlow is an AI-based company focused on coronary heart disease and has developed an FDA-approved 
HeartFlow Planner Tool that can model multiple treatment strategies based on patient MRIs and health records. 
They have been successful at lowering unnecessary variance in treatment patterns and reducing costs by 20%.

InsightRX offers a cloud-based clinical decision support service that utilizes quantitative pharmacology and ML 
for individualized patient pharmacology profiles based on clinical records, dosing history, labs, biomarkers, and 
pharmacogenetics. Their analytics provide an optimal dosing regimen based on these data. They have recently 
integrated into the Epic App Orchard and are in the process of integrating with Cerner and others. 

Arine is a similar ML-based medication optimization service that analyzes clinical and behavioral data to identify 
gaps and resolves them through customized recommendations and follow-up as well as outcomes evaluation and 
reporting.

A number of academic medical centers have been developing early detection tools to identify symptoms of sep-
sis and to optimize treatment plans once detected. Duke University, Johns Hopkins University, and the Univer-
sity of California, San Francisco (UCSF) are some leaders in this area. UCSF is also focusing on an AI application 
to reduce alarm fatigue.

CLINICAL DOCUMENTATION
NLP and voice dictation are enabling new clinical documentation tools to assist clinicians in entering data into 
EHRs without disrupting the clinical encounter.

Nuance utilizes speech recognition for Computer Assisted Physician Documentation to assist physicians in doc-
umenting clinical encounters more naturally while aiming to improve reimbursement and outcomes. They also 
have a radiology application for improving clinical collaboration. Their primary apps for clinicians are the Dragon 
Medical Virtual Assistant, Dragon Medical Advisor, and Dragon Medical One.

3M M*Modal has collaborated with Epic on cloud-based speech recognition and offers a number of solutions, 
deployed in over 200 facilities to date, that range from Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI) to Comput-
er-Assisted Physician Documentation and applications for imaging data. Their approach is to connect revenue 
cycle management and clinical care with real-time clinical insights and CDI solutions that improve workflows. 
They use ML and NLP to embed clinical intelligence into existing clinical workflows by first fixing documentation 
errors to reduce the number of retrospective inquiries.

Suki’s AI-based voice assistant for physicians, which they report speeds note-taking tasks up to 74%, aims to de-
crease administrative burden and burnout. The application also includes a smart query function to pull data from 
the EHR. Sopris Health’s voice recognition app can document clinical notes in 45 seconds or less. Saykara simi-
larly can document notes, diagnoses, and orders and has shown a 70% reduction in note-taking time. MDOps has 
an iPhone/iPad app for clinical documentation. Notable offers one of the few clinical documentation wearables 
with an embedded voice assistant. By collecting data directly from the patient before the clinical encounter, it 
can enable more provider time with the patient.

MEDICAL IMAGING AND PATHOLOGY
Medical imaging and pathology are two of the fastest growing sectors in the AI/ML space, with deep learning 
constituting the bulk of the work. The most advanced areas include cardiovascular, breast cancer, lung cancer, 
and neurology. One current bottleneck is lack of regulatory clarity on how the FDA will evaluate more sophisti-
cated models. 
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Arterys is a cloud-based medical imaging platform that uses deep learning algorithms for more insightful analysis 
of medical images and collaboration between providers. Clients can access a comprehensive set of cloud-based 
AI tools for medical imaging without upfront hardware implementation. Arterys has received FDA approval for 
applications that analyze cardiac liver and lung lesion spotting.

IBM Watson Health is a major player in imaging and pathology. Their Merge platform includes MRI visualization, 
cardiology, hematology, radiology, orthopedics, clinical review and extraction of patient information from EHRs, 
and projection of this data into PACS (picture archiving and communication system). IBM Watson Health Imaging 
has three pillars in their overall medical imaging strategy. First, the Patient Synopsis portal provides clinicians 
with contextual summarization of clinically relevant information originating from both structured and unstruc-
tured data from medical image records. Second, the Safety Net supports the workflows of radiologists who typ-
ically spend two to three seconds per image, over eight hours daily, with an error rate of 3-5%. This application 
helps to identify diagnoses that can fall between the cracks and demonstrates how their AI product can support 
rather than disrupt workflows or contribute to physician burnout. Third, the Care Advisor supports radiologists 
in making the best possible diagnosis and creating the best possible treatment plan for the patient. From late 
2019 to early 2020, IBM Watson Health will complete its first studies of the impact of these services to date.

Imagen, an AI-based medical image and pathology diagnosis software company, has had partnerships with Mayo 
Clinic, Stanford University, Mount Sinai, and Harborview Medical Center. Philips’ IntelliSpace Portal 9.0 uses AI 
for visualization and medical imaging for detection, diagnosis, and follow-up treatment analytics. Proscia, formed 
from a collaboration of researchers/clinicians from Johns Hopkins University, the University of Pittsburgh, and 
Moffit Cancer Center, utilizes AI to improve the efficiency, speed, and quality of pathology diagnosis and re-
search. Zebra Medical Vision is a large-scale clinical research platform and next generation medical imaging an-
alytics solution for identification of at-risk patients and prevention. CureMetrix has an AI solution for analyzing 
mammography images. Intel is developing AI-based medical imaging analytics solutions and has collaborations 
with UCSF (clinical decision support) and the Broad Institute (genomics). DeepLens’s pathology-focused plat-
form with image identification enables cancer collaboration across institutions and clinical trial identification. 
They also collaborate with biopharma partners in translational medicine research. Caption Health (formerly Bay-
Labs) focuses on AI to provide better interpretation and access to ultrasound exams.

Mindshare Medical offers AI-based clinical decision support systems for radiologists, providing improved detec-
tion of cancer from medical images, analytics for better follow-up care after surgery, and patient risk analytics 
from image and health record data. Enlitic also focuses on medical imaging/radiology and offers post-read anal-
ysis to prevent over- or under-called findings, reporting a record of finding malignant lung nodules 18 months 
sooner than current practices and the ability to interpret images in 15 milliseconds. Lunit focuses on chest, 
breast, and cardiac radiology and pathology. 

Viz.ai has received FDA approval for their predictive analytics of CT scans for stroke detection. The technology 
is designed to synchronize stroke care and diminish clinical workflow delays. The AI engine can detect large ves-
sel occlusion (LVOs) linked to onset of strokes. Early detection of LVOs can lower the lifetime cost of care by 
preventing long-term damage from strokes. 
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EHR Vendors’ AI Solutions
EHRs suffer from a number of well-known problems in the clinical context based on their underlying technology 
and design, often viewed as optimized for claims and billing purposes but at odds with providers’ preferences for 
clinical practice. As the entire digital health ecosystem evolves to become more clinician- and patient-centric, 
more flexibility in EHR design and functionality is needed to improve physician satisfaction. Features of growing 
importance and in areas where AI stands to play a significant role in EHR development21 are illustrated in Figure 
12 below.

Voice recognition and clinical documentation are two of the most popular focal areas given their potential role 
in addressing physician burnout. Many features listed here are covered throughout this report, but several ven-
dor examples below shed light on current trends.

Figure 15: EHR AI analytics applications

Cerner has a particularly strong focus on the physician burnout problem and created Chart Assist, an AI-enabled 
tool for workflow improvements that can identify gaps and inconsistencies in the patient record and help im-
prove patient safety. Cerner also teamed up with Amazon on their SageMaker tool for a predictive model for 
congestive heart failure. Their HealtheDataLab utilizes Amazon Web Services (AWS) to build a monetizable data 
distribution model. They have utilized Nuance for voice recognition to assist clinical documentation.

Epic Systems initially focused on NLP and voice recognition for clinical documentation. Their Cognitive Comput-
ing Platform, built on Microsoft Azure cloud, offers analytics and AI for clinical workflows, correction of docu-
mentation errors, and decision support. Epic has begun to integrate social determinants of health data into EHR 
analytics for predictive models and to close care gaps. One recent effort, covered in more detail below, is the 
Cosmos database with over 200 million de-identified patient records that they are currently building models that 
optimize treatment plans for best outcomes. Digital pre-authorization is another area that they will address with 
AI tools to further streamline oncology practices. 

21 https://hbr.org/2018/12/using-ai-to-improve-electronic-health-records
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Allscripts has developed Avenel, an ML-based, mobile-first EHR. Within this platform an AI tool, Postulate, learns 
treatment patterns and can pre-populate records based on past patterns. They have also integrated Nuance for 
speech recognition, transcription, computer assisted physician documentation (CAPD), and clinical documenta-
tion improvement (CDI). Their precision medicine platform, 2bPrecise, focuses on integrating genomic data into 
the EHR in a clinically actionable manner and scaling precision medicine activities.  

Greenway Health’s AI solution utilizes deep learning for NLP to support clinical decisions through predictive or-
dering and similar, easily automated tasks. They use Xenio Health to help patients complete pre-arrival documen-
tation for enhanced staff productivity and improved patient experience. athenahealth uses an AI application to 
import faxes from physician offices into the EHR in under a minute, reducing physician “scut work.” They have a 
virtual assistant called Epocrates Connect and have added a charting tool developed by NoteSwift.  CareCloud’s 
Nimblr platform for scheduling and patient communication offers Holly, an AI assistant utilizing NLP, that man-
ages appointments and scheduling via texting/voice. eClinicalWorks’ AI efforts to date have focused on preci-
sion medicine. Their Eva voice assistant, a physician-centered app, can be used in clinical workflows to send mes-
sages, pull records, open progress notes, or add a diagnosis to a list.
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Research, Drug Development, and Discovery
There is a great deal of AI investment in drug development and discovery to better design clinical trials and match 
patients to appropriate drugs with minimal risk of adverse events. AI can also play a role in monitoring clinical 
trial patients by assisting in earlier identification of adverse events. For research, AI can be used to analyze large 
numbers of health records to identify appropriate patients for a clinical trial; on the patient-clinician side, AI can 
help identify suitable trials for a patient seeking novel treatments for a condition. As more sophisticated weara-
bles and mobile apps are used in clinical trials, AI engines will be able to analyze diagnostic and prognostic data 
as well. Overall, there is hope that AI used with these other technologies will enable faster, more efficient, less 
risky clinical trials. 

We have yet to see many robust tools utilizing ML for complex medical conditions due to the lack of high-quality 
labeled datasets and the ethical and legal complexities of data sharing. However, there are a growing number of 
collaborations across academic medical centers and companies including JLABs (Johnson and Johnson), Pfizer, 
Novartis, GSK, and IBM Watson.

Research, Drug 
Development, & 

Discovery
Precision Medicine

Clinical Trials Drug Discovery

Basic Research

Figure 16: Research, Drug Development, and Discovery Application Areas

In drug development and discovery, startup activity is booming, with over 100 companies operating as of mid-
2019. The big question is how many of these companies have the biopharma business knowledge and data access 
to succeed. Early-stage companies often use publicly-available datasets that may not deliver needed value. (Re-
cursion is one of a handful of startups generating their own datasets.) Startups must also compete with in-house 
data science teams at most biopharma companies.
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Research

Research
Recrusion, Apple, Atomwise, BenevolentAI, Cardinal Analytx, CloudMedx, 
Googlw/Deepmind, IBM Watson, Mayo Clinic, Numerate, Omic x, PhysIQ, 

Qardio Core, Recursion, Saama, Strateos, Turbine AI, Verily

Population Health/
Clinical Trials Clinithink, Deeplens AI, Flatiron Health, Mendel.AI, Syapse

Drug Discovery/ 
Precision Medicine

Atomwise, BenevolentAI, Flatiron Health, Globavir, Numerate, PathAI, 
Saama, TurbineAI, xtalPi

Table 5: AI Solution Vendors for Research

One recent advance indicates that AI may improve drug discovery research. InSilico Medicine used a GAN (gen-
erational adversarial network, often used in generating fake images) to design six novel inhibitors of DDR1, a ki-
nase implicated in fibroses, in 46 days,22 substantially speeding up drug discovery. A number of companies are 
now utilizing GAN for similar purposes although no FDA-approved drugs discovered in this manner are on the 
market yet.

Turbine creates molecular models of various cancer biologics and runs drug simulations on their models to de-
termine the best therapeutic approach. Atomwise utilizes (Deep Neural Networks) DNNs for research on drug 
design and discovery and has had some success with multiple sclerosis and Ebola. Globavir has focused on glob-
al health with their AI drug discovery efforts, chikungunya and dengue diagnostics in particular. Numerate, fo-
cused on small molecule design, has projects in anti-arrhythmic drugs and neuroscience. BenevolentAI works 
across the spectrum of drug discovery from early- to late-stage clinical development and precision medicine ap-
plications. Saama’s clinical analytics platform assists vendors (contract research organizations (CROs), data pro-
viders, solution integrators, etc.) in curating, harmonizing, orchestrating, and governing data systems for analyt-
ics functions including operational and financial risk management, data quality and compliance, and pre- and 
post-approval global portfolio analysis.

Watson Health provides a number of life sciences solutions including clinical trial management and drug discov-
ery software. After encountering difficulties during initial launch, IBM Watson Health Oncology has conducted 
a number of studies of their offerings to address federal guidelines, treatment plans, and clinical trials. Several 
studies published in 2018-19 demonstrated that IBM Watson Health Oncology tools now perform as well or bet-
ter than manual assessments of tumors.23 (Discrepancies with manual methods are largely due to IBM Watson 
Health Oncology identifying tumors that were previously missed, or recommending newer or more personalized 
treatment options than those previously recommended.) 

IBM Watson Health has also decreased the time needed to identify the highest-quality literature to assist clini-
cians in building effective treatment plans.24 Based on a study in China, provider and patient feedback on Watson 
Oncology tools has improved, showing that 86.3% of physicians across 96 hospitals approved of the quality (var-
iance is partially due to local practice utilization patterns). Patient approval of the tools was approximately 63%. 
Uncertainty from those patients who didn’t approve was related to perceptions of how data are used and fears 
of physician over-reliance on AI-based tools and transparency.25 

22 https://www.drugtargetreview.com/news/48404/ai-designed-synthesised-and-validated-new-drug-in-46-
days/

23 See J Clin Oncology 2019; 37(suppl):abstract 6533. Kim, M et al. ASCO 2019. Patel, N et al. The Oncologist, 
2018; 23(2):179-85.

24 Suarez S et al, 2019. ASCO.
25 Hamilton, JG et al. 2019. J of Onco Practice.

https://www.drugtargetreview.com/news/48404/ai-designed-synthesised-and-validated-new-drug-in-46-days/
https://www.drugtargetreview.com/news/48404/ai-designed-synthesised-and-validated-new-drug-in-46-days/
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XtalPi, backed by Google, Sequoia, and Tencent, works in the area of digital drug discovery and development by 
coupling quantum physics, AI, and high performance cloud computing algorithms. Their largest pharmaceutical 
client is Pfizer.

PathAI was originally developed as a vision-based pathology detection system for bacteria, viruses, and cancers, 
but has transformed into a drug development and discovery platform. Realizing that the road to success through 
hospitals was lengthier and less financially attractive than through the pharmaceutical system, PathAI pivoted. 
They are now working with Philips on decision support and prognostic tests and with Bristol Squibb on patient 
matching and drug development. 

3Scan and Transcriptic have merged to form a new drug development company, Strateos. Transcriptic developed 
the first robotic cloud laboratory platform for on-demand life science research, currently in use at several top 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. 3Scan combines automation, machine learning, and computer vi-
sion to extract spatial data from tissue (histology) samples and create detailed 3D representations and quantita-
tive analysis of complex anatomical structures.

Mendel.ai’s platform can extract and ingest patient data, including unstructured data, from numerous EHRs and 
then match patients with appropriate trials, essentially serving as an AI assistant for clinical research coordina-
tors. This effectively creates a longitudinal record of real-world evidence for clinical trial coordinators. Human 
clinical experts work with the AI engine to optimize results. Traditional methods take approximately nine days to 
assess eligibility for a breast cancer trial and 263 days for lung cancers. Mendel.ai can complete the process in 
nine minutes.

PRECISION MEDICINE26 
Flatiron Health is a cancer-focused company utilizing cloud computing and AI to mine EHRs. They offer an entire 
suite of applications for providers, from billing to EHR/analytics and clinical trial matching. Their Oncology Care 
Model is used across 200 oncology practices and 16 payers to develop customized care coordination and patient 
navigation tools. For life sciences and biopharma clients, they can provide real-world evidence analytics, based 
on mined EHR phenotype data, for drug development and discovery efforts. The latter was the dominant reason 
Roche acquired Flatiron in 2018.

Oncora Medical focuses on aggregating real-world data to optimize cancer treatments. Our August 2019 Preci-
sion Medicine Report covers a wider number of companies including Verily, 2bPrecise, Tempus, Fabric Genomics, 
and others.

Concerto HealthAI was recently formed via the acquisition of a number of AI companies. In January, 2020 they 
announced a Series B round raise of $150M. Their focus is on precision medicine that utilizes real-world data and 
AI for biopharma and provider clients. Their eurekaHealth platform has an exclusive license with the American 
Society of Clinical Oncology’s CancerLinQ data repository. From these data, they have developed a model for 
predicting lung cancer patient survival and  help clinical development teams select attributes for pre- and 
post-approval studies. These analytics can be used to facilitate new therapies and enhance the efficacy of exist-
ing therapies.27 

26 See additional vendors in Chilmark Research Report, “Precision Medicine and Health IT: New Data, New 
Challenges,” August 2019.

27 https://www.fiercebiotech.com/medtech/asco-concerto-healthai-uses-real-world-data-to-fill-research-gap-
among-autoimmune-patients
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The eurekaHealth platform offers clinical development analytics to support care and research on rare cancers, 
design novel studies, and improve clinical trial site selection and efficiencies. Their Patient Solutions application 
focuses on specialty therapeutics and analytics to inform patient identification, onboarding, adherence predic-
tion, and therapeutic compliance. For providers, they offer analytics that can support patient management to 
guidelines, precision oncology decision support, and clinical research within clinical workflows. 

The Patient Care Monitor platform integrates patient-reported outcomes into EHRs and assists with Oncology 
Care Model requirements. Within this platform clinicians can monitor and track patient symptoms at the point-
of-care and between visits, submit reporting requirements for alternative payment models, and provide real-time 
management dashboards for a wide range of screenings, surveys, and assessments including among others; core 
symptom surveys, psychosocial distress screening, tobacco use screening, CAHPS Oncology Patient Satisfac-
tion. 

Pathway Genomics focuses on genetic testing and EHR data in their collaboration with Watson Health for per-
sonalized health and wellness plans.  Most of these solutions address bottlenecks in data flows from laboratory 
tests to the clinical point of care, provide actionable data to clinicians, and match patients to clinical trials. AI 
constitutes a substantial role in the underlying analytics of data integrated for clinical use. 

Freenome uses blood tests to identify early-warning signs of cancer, both tumor- and immune-derived, and inte-
grates actionable insights into health system workflows. 
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Patient/Consumer-Facing Applications
Most consumer-facing AI applications on the market focus on improving price transparency and providing time-
ly information access. Many such applications intersect with remote patient monitoring via wearables, mobiles, 
or voice assistants. 

Substance abuse treatment programs currently use sensors to test for alcohol or drugs. Also in use is facial rec-
ognition in biometric authentication and back-end use of AI for both predictive and prescriptive analytics to 
identify non-compliant patients and to recommend the best treatment options based on past history, social de-
terminants data, and behavioral patterns.  

Insurers will also be able to improve member services through applications that improve patient journeys and are 
customized by demographics. Elderly patients with more frequent touch points will need different tools than 
younger, healthier cohorts. AI tools can drive these applications, with the potential for real impact in areas such 
as HEDIS scores.

One issue to watch is the challenge of false positives or negatives that symptom checkers and some decision 
support apps will create. The current generation of bots and checkers work best on less complex conditions with 
more linear decision trees. Some early studies in the UK’s NHS show that false results can lead to over-utilization 
of emergency departments. A Harvard study demonstrated that symptom checkers still have many shortcom-
ings and tend to be risk averse and encourage users to seek treatment in cases that clinicians may not.28 Anecdo-
tal accounts of gender bias have arisen concerning Babylon Health’s symptom checker, specifically in heart at-
tack symptoms; a number of academics in the UK have begun researching this issue.29 

Figure 17: Patient-Facing AI Application Areas

28 See https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/3/11/e003451 and https://www.bmj.com/content/351/bmj.h3480
29 See @DrMurphy11 (8 September 2019) and @badbotthreads (10 November 2019)
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The consumer market for AI appears to be quite robust and unlike CDS, AI use by consumers for self-triage is a 
particularly robust market (see Table 5).

Patient/Consumer

Mental Health Buoy, Ginger.IO, Mindstrong Health, Woebot, Wysa, x2 AI

Substance Abuse Dynamicare Health

Chatbots/Symptoms Ada Health, Amazon, Babylon Health, Buoy, CIGNA, Woebot, Wysa, x2 AI

Laboratory Testing Healthy.IO

Wearables Apple, PhysIQ, QardioCore, Recursion

Voice Assistants Amazon, Black and Decker Healthcare, LifePod, Orbita.AI, Pilo Health, Sonde Health

LABORATORY TESTING
Healthy.io has developed a home-based urinalysis platform to test for urinary infections, utilizing a dipstick (dip.
io) with a smartphone camera (computer vision) for analysis and integration into the clinical record.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH
DynamiCare Health’s platform, using AI, sensors, mobile devices, and incentives, is one of the best-designed 
tools we’ve encountered. Substance abuse program clients, verified via facial recognition, can submit saliva and 
breath tests through the mobile app and also check in with their physicians. The physician dashboard enables 
tracking client cohorts and offers check-in prompts. The backend AI analytics provide alerts and notifications to 
care staff along with family and other social supports. For incentive rewards, the platform uses a smart debit card 
that cannot be converted into cash or used in bars or for prohibited substances. It integrates AI and a human 
touch with a simple design that optimizes results. 

Mindstrong Health couples AI and remote monitoring to improve brain healthcare to improve outcomes and re-
duce hospitalizations. They monitor biomarkers for changing mental health status and can alert providers and 
patients for behavioral health interventions, which can be provided via a smartphone app. Ginger.io is a mo-
bile-based employer-focused behavioral therapy program using AI to personalize coaching, video therapy, 
tele-psychiatry, and health education for employees dealing with depression and anxiety.

PATIENT BOTS AND SYMPTOM CHECKERS
Virtual assistants are a growing area of interest, particularly in mental health, but also require human-AI interac-
tion. They can facilitate a patient journey’s through treatment by connecting patients to providers, laboratories, 
pharmacies, and information. They can provide nudges based on behavioral feedback from devices in the home. 
We will likely see significantly more convergence between patient bots and telehealth. One such example is 
Lemonaid Health, an online teledoc-pharmacy company, which connects patient to provider based on symptoms 
and, provided state jurisdictions cooperate, can facilitate easy prescription delivery. 

Table 6: AI Solution Vendors for Patient/Consumer Engagement
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Babylon Health (UK) has created an interactive symptom checker (chatbot); Healthcheck, a health education 
tool offering patients information on condition management; and a virtual care mobile application. The deep 
learning applications built on their Knowledge Graph, one of the world’s largest structured medical knowledge 
bases, allow them to derive insights from data, symptoms, and outcomes. They use NLP to improve chats with 
patients. They have public sector clients in the UK, Canada, Asia, and Rwanda and are partnering with private 
sector clients including TELUS Health.

Ada Health (UK/Germany based) is a global AI company offering a “personal health companion” mobile app and 
a telemedicine app. They have more than 8 million users in over 130 countries and have received €60m in fund-
ing to date. In 2019, ada formally entered the U.S. market landing Sutter Health as their first customer.

Wysa offers an anxiety and depression bot as a mobile app. Over one million users manage anxiety and depres-
sion with CBT, yoga, and meditation modalities through the app.

Buoy’s chatbot can dialogue with a patient about symptoms, help identify a diagnosis, and then form a plan of 
action for the patient. It is offered through employers to help reduce healthcare costs, essentially functioning as 
a first-level triage service. Buoy has a strong focus on chronic pain and addiction treatment. 

X2 utilizes an AI-based bot, Tess, in a digital behavior change program for mental health. Tess provides mental 
wellbeing coping strategies to over 8 million users, as of July 2019.

Cigna has launched “Answers by Cigna” on the Amazon Alexa platform to provide members with information 
about their insurance plans.

Orbita has developed an AI platform for voice-based services in healthcare. Orbita Voice enables enterprises to 
deploy voice assistants for virtual bedside assistants, call centers, scheduling, finding doctors, and population 
management activities. They also provide analytics based on customer engagement.

Woebot, an app developed by Stanford University psychologists and deep learning expert Andrew Ng, enables 
DIY cognitive behavioral therapy. The app’s development included work with storytellers and is currently in the 
testing phase.

VOICE ASSISTANTS
As of January 2019, there were over 100 million Alexa-enabled devices in use and over one billion Google Assis-
tant downloads worldwide. Over 25% of US households have a smart speaker device. Pilots and hackathons fo-
cused on AI-based voice assistants, in areas such as the Boston Children’s Simulator program, have been con-
ducted since at least 2016.30 Siri, Cortana, Google Assistant, and Alexa are the leading voice assistants in the 
market; Google’s leads in accuracy of search and responses.31 One study rated SoundHound’s Hound device 
even higher than Google’s in answering health-related questions.32 Surprisingly, Apple’s Siri rated very poorly 
alongside Samsung’s Bixby, but Samsung has devoted more resources to develop Bixby in the coming year.

30 https://hbr.org/2018/03/what-will-health-care-look-like-once-smart-speakers-are-everywhere
31 https://www.mdconnectinc.com/medical-marketing-insights/voice-assistant-battle-for-healthcare and 

https://www.perficientdigital.com/insights/our-research/digital-personal-assistants-study
32 https://medtechboston.medstro.com/blog/2019/03/01/assessing-the-healthcare-readiness-of-main-

stream-voice-assistants/

https://hbr.org/2018/03/what-will-health-care-look-like-once-smart-speakers-are-everywhere
https://www.mdconnectinc.com/medical-marketing-insights/voice-assistant-battle-for-healthcare
https://www.perficientdigital.com/insights/our-research/digital-personal-assistants-study
https://medtechboston.medstro.com/blog/2019/03/01/assessing-the-healthcare-readiness-of-mainstream-voice-assistants/
https://medtechboston.medstro.com/blog/2019/03/01/assessing-the-healthcare-readiness-of-mainstream-voice-assistants/
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An Amazon Alexa app, KidsMD, was developed in collaboration with Boston Children’s Hospital, which is now 
testing over 60 different voice assistants. Amazon has also begun a partnership with UK NHS to use Amazon Al-
exa to extract information from the NHS website to answer health-related questions. Alexa this tool is specifi-
cally being marketed towards the elderly, the blind, and others with limited internet access. Mayo Clinic, a lead-
er in voice assistant healthcare applications, offers a first aid application and has been conducting research on 
voice assistant-enabled diagnostics for cardiovascular disease. Sonde Health is a leader in voice recogni-
tion-based diagnostics. Northwell Health is also experimenting with Alexa and Google Home for an application 
to provide information on emergency rooms wait times.33 

At CES 2019, Black and Decker Healthcare (now STANLEY Healthcare) announced a home healthcare voice as-
sistant, Pria, developed in collaboration with Pillo Health, that can be paired with Omni, a motion detection sys-
tem for homes. (Pillo Health has also developed a smart pill dispenser). LifePod developed a similar two-way 
voice assistant for eldercare with Alexa. Orbita offers a conversational platform for health information and 
health education

WEARABLES
Players in the wearables space are engaged in clinical studies utilizing AI to improve device features, and a grow-
ing number of AI applications, particularly focused on ECG and heart data monitoring, are emerging. These in-
clude the Apple Watch, AliveCor, and QardioCore. PhysIQ’s FDA-approved analytics platform can import vital 
signs data from wearables and extract insights for actionable intelligence. 

Wearables will likely extend to blood pressure monitoring in the next year with new technologies soon to enter 
the market. (Samsung does offer a wearable device with blood pressure monitoring, but its accuracy is question-
able.) For now, the dominant focus in wearable applications is on atrial fibrillation. Measuring blood pressure, 
however, may be far more important, as blood pressure is the single most important vital sign indicator linked to 
mortality and morbidity prevention. 

33 https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/special-report-ai-voice-assistants-making-impact-healthcare

https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/special-report-ai-voice-assistants-making-impact-healthcare
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Evolution of the Market
As this report is written in late 2019 – early 2020, the AI/ML market in healthcare roughly corresponded to the 
peak of a technology hype cycle. Most media coverage of the field has focused on the clinical applications in 
medical imaging, dermatology, and cancer. 

Figure 18: FDA Approvals of AI-based Algorithms in Medicine

In 2018 the FDA published their fast-track approval plan and approved Arteryx’s cardiology application men-
tioned above. In September 2019 the FDA issued its latest draft guidance on Clinical Decision Support (CDS) 
software, including insights into current regulatory plans for AI-based CDS software.34 The focus of their regula-
tory efforts will be on high risk software functions where the program’s logic and inputs may not be explained to 
the user. This would include tools to monitor Type 1 diabetes and smart watches that detect atrial fibrillation. 
Applications used to monitor lifestyle factors, considered low-risk, would not be the focus of their regulation. 

The hype around AI/ML, like many early stage technologies, tends to get ahead of current technological imple-
mentation and actual results for patients, providers, and payers. 

34 https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/clinical-decision-sup-
port-software

https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/clinical-decision-support-software
https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/clinical-decision-support-software
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A recent study of AI in medicine quite accurately captured the current conjecture: the validation period where 
we begin to see that AI systems “can and do deliver value consistently and live up to their vendors’ claims.”35 The 
study authors separate the validation process into the following stages: 

 > Statistical Validity: covers accuracy, sensitivity, positive predictive value or the area under the re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC). The skill of the system needs to be tested on a sample dataset, 
not just cross-validated (as is the case in many published AI and medicine papers).

 > Relational Validity: assesses whether physicians (or other users) can relate to the AI, attach clinical 
meaning to the outputs, and integrate the tool into their clinical workflows. The AI system must be 
explainable and interpretable. 

• Usability also means evaluating the system’s security, efficiency, and user satisfaction.

• Efficiency addresses the resources the AI system consumes and how it translates into higher 
throughput, cost savings, or reduced administrative paperwork.

• Satisfaction addresses how both direct users and indirect users (typically patients), feel about 
the prognostic models/results or actual Patient Reported Outcomes associated with system 
use. Satisfaction can also help drive efficiency.

 > Ecological Validity: the impact of a technology on the overall social context, beyond strictly clinical, 
workflow, or productivity-related aspects. This addresses the social impact on users’ careers, sala-
ries, and occupational hazards. It also includes audit certifications, guidelines, and rights-related 
laws, as well as the emotional and interpersonal aspects of a caring practitioner.

 > Replicability and Sustainability: A great deal of published scientific literature has failed when it 
comes to replicability. Studies of rule-based decision support systems have demonstrated little evi-
dence that these systems, integrated with EHR data, can improve outcomes. Similarly, there is no 
evidence that they can impact mortality rates. How much work is required to sustain the system 
through continuously training data or improving the model? 

Here the study authors cite the experience of a system Verily developed to detect diabetic retinopathy. Though 
certified in Europe, it has encountered challenges when applied by Aravind Eye Hospital in India where low-
er-quality images are used. Testing across different system applications is rare but will be required to assess the 
validity and value of AI systems. In other words, are AI/ML systems worth it when applied in different contexts?

This overview of validation also provides a rough framework for how AI adoption may unfold in the coming years 
as systems progress through different phases of validation and replicability and as they impact clinical, adminis-
trative, or patient satisfaction areas.

Figure 19: Evolution of Validation Stages for AI/ML

The Figure above provides a useful framework to assess underlying algorithms, models, and factors that will lead 
to scalable solutions. Additionally, one important aspect of validation worth consideration is that AI is fundamen-
tally different from traditional software. While traditional software is deterministic, AI/ML systems are probabil-
istic, with no 100% accurate solution possible.36 AI tools are evaluated by relatively basic business metrics or by 

35 Cabitza, F, Zeitoun JD. The proof of the pudding: in praise of a culture of real-world validation for medical 
artificial intelligence. Annals of Translational Medicine 2019; 7(8):161

36 See Mike Loukides, https://www.oreilly.com/radar/machine-learning-requires-a-fundamentally-different-de-
ployment-approach/
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 > Multiple Vendors 
with Extensive 
Clients
 > 2015-2021 (Early 
Adopters)

 > Piggyback on 
mHealth/Voice 
Assistants
 > Apps in mostly 
unregulated 
segments
 > 2019-2023 (Early 
Adopters)

 > Sophisticated 
Models
 > Moderate number 
of clients
 > 2020-2023 (Early 
Adopters)

 > Higher Risk
 > Complex 
Validation Process
 > Emerging 
Regulatory 
Environment
 > 2021-2024 (Early 
Adopters)

false positives or negatives. Processes that cannot tolerate fairly significant error rates may not be the best can-
didates for AI/ML (regardless of what the autonomous vehicle industry claims). 

CURRENT MARKET TRENDS AND REAL-WORLD ADOPTION
In our overview of market segments, we provided numerous examples of payers and payer-related solutions that 
address payers’ and providers’ administrative and business operations. Due to substantially lower risk and a sim-
pler regulatory environment, especially compared to clinical decision support and even some consumer-facing 
solutions, it’s not surprising that adoption has accelerated in this area during the early phase of AI/ML in health-
care.

BIFURCATION IN THE MARKET
In the early stages of the current market, we see bifurcation between data “haves” and “have-nots.” A growing 
number of startups built around AI/ML expertise need the data held by payers, pharma firms, or large provider 
networks. The race for more data has been accelerating for years, but the overall market is still quite fragmented. 
Data-sharing is rare, which creates serious roadblocks to innovation and to the AI/ML-enabled digital health mar-
ket’s maturation. Approximately 60 companies are building data markets of one form or another, but these rath-
er modest efforts show extremely limited signs of scaling.37 

HCOs wanting to develop sustainable AI/ML plans have a number of options. Those with insufficient in-house 
capabilities can acquire AI/ML startups. (These startups will need strategies for gaining access to data via part-
nerships or investments from larger players.) Academic medical centers (AMCs), where a substantial amount of 
AI/ML research is happening, may choose to sell licensed intellectual property or to lease algorithms.

As markets that aggregate patient data face serious scaling challenges, algorithm markets—built on data from 
payers, providers, and data aggregator services—may offer a more robust opportunity. Epic’s Cosmos, a nascent 
effort in this space, will allow clients to share de-identified PHI from over 200 million patients in a database that 
can be used for AI/ML development. In 2015 Apervita launched a data marketplace for analytics which could 
serve as a model for algorithm marketplaces; developers of AI/ML algorithms and models could license their IP 

37 Vince Kuraitis, July 2019.
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to run on other vendors’ data, which could potentially reduce costs for smaller organizations. Originally, Apervi-
ta Market offered more than 250 algorithms, measures, pathways, protocols, and datasets. A maturing AI market 
may allow for more transparency in algorithm performance and validation ratings. In genomics, a number of 
blockchain companies such as Nebula Data, LunaDNA, and Shivom are building data marketplaces; as they ma-
ture, opportunities may arise for similar AI/ML markets built on top of genomic data.

Alternative approaches to creating data markets while protecting privacy are under development at UC Berke-
ley’s RISELab. The approach, called coopetitive learning, allows competitors to build models based on virtual 
datasets larger those they could build on their own. RISELab uses cryptography, multi-party computation, and 
hardware enclaves. Federated learning, a similar approach utilized by Computable Labs, allows competitors to 
build models for their own data and send model-related information to a central site that combines the informa-
tion. Intel is working on a similar approach for sharing medical image data.38 

The Computable Labs approach focuses on creating the fundamental infrastructure for data markets, beginning 
with a source of truth and provenance for a decentralized market. The first foundational tool is a permissions 
catalog for data-sharing, with a license with templates for how patients prefer to share or not share data, to al-
leviate the consumer burden of deciding how and why data can be shared. The technology tools are the easy 
part; the more difficult challenge is building the governance structures and accountability that enable market 
functions.

AI IN THE CLOUD
The large platform players, including Amazon, Microsoft, and Google, are increasing AI and analytics offerings 
with their cloud computing infrastructure. Microsoft Health, organized in 2018, is working to improve health re-
cord sharing and interoperability with their Azure API. They have also launched the Microsoft Healthcare Bot 
with symptom checkers. Google Cloud’s Healthcare API can be configured with TensorFlow and the Cloud Ma-
chine Learning engine for PHM applications and has been used in some foundational work with retinopathy and 
skin cancer. Amazon AWS has offerings including NLP (Amazon Comprehend Medical), Amazon SageMaker 
Ground Truth (active learning for data labeling and processing, particularly medical image data), and SageMaker 
RL (reinforced learning for use where prior datasets are infeasible or prohibitively expensive). Amazon’s tools are 
used in GE Healthcare’s MRI and X-ray devices.  

Amazon and Cerner have also announced a deal to leverage their HIPAA-compliant cloud to drive AI/ML innova-
tion. The suite of offerings is expected to enable more scalable, less expensive AI/ML services across decision 
support, PHM, RCM, and clinical trials. Health Catalyst, a prominent (Azure-hosted) cloud and analytics provid-
er, offers a number of AI/ML tools including Touchstone, which recommends benchmarked performance im-
provements and provides risk models and anomaly detection analytics. We expect to see cloud-based AI/ML 
analytics growing rapidly in the coming years as HCOs become less wary of traditional location-based services’ 
security risks. Microservices and containers becoming more prevalent in application development will drive 
adoption.

38 See https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/how-new-tools-in-data-and-ai-are-being-used-in-health-care-and-medi-
cine

https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/how-new-tools-in-data-and-ai-are-being-used-in-health-care-and-medicine
https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/how-new-tools-in-data-and-ai-are-being-used-in-health-care-and-medicine
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Conclusions and Recommendations
AI/ML is still in the early days of development and deployment in healthcare. We expect to see substantial con-
solidation and winnowing of the startup field as the market progresses. During 2018-19 we witnessed what was 
likely the peak of the hype cycle as IBM Watson Health encountered a number of implementation challenges in 
the oncology space. From our market survey we’ve identified a number of conclusions and recommendations.

 > It’s all about the data. Who has access to the best, most comprehensive, quality and time series data 
for most conditions across a broad demographic spectrum of the population? The bifurcation be-
tween data “haves” and “have-nots” will drive partnerships and new business models in the market.

 > AI/ML will be largely services-driven as most vendors target HCOs that lack the internal expertise to 
develop their own AI/ML offerings. The more mature offerings in the medical imaging market, for 
example, have SaaS offerings in approximately 25-30% of the companies we have cited in this re-
port. AI solutions are more complex to sell and implement than standard cloud offerings due to the 
data challenges that they confront. SaaS offerings that can sit on top of existing CRM and other busi-
ness solutions are the easiest to implement; Ayasdi and Watson Health are more complex to inte-
grate into existing solutions. The most difficult solutions will be stand-alones that shift entire work-
flows, but we expect several years before seeing this type of implementation at scale. An additional 
important player in broad application enterprise AI platforms is John Snow Labs, which has a plat-
form that spans the data integration, data science, data exploration, and model deployment spec-
trum for a wide range of business issues in healthcare. The platform can also work with Kubernetes, 
AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud.

 > In clinical decision support, data volume doesn’t tell the whole story. As Judea Pearl and Dana Mac-
kenzie note in The Book of Why: The New Science of Cause and Effect,39 ML applications require more 
attention to the emerging paradigm of causal inference and causal mechanisms. The problem with 
deep learning is its lack of serious consideration of uncertainty and the rules of probability. Few pro-
grammers even know what computations the network is performing, why they work, or how to fix 
the system when it fails—an issue that we suspect underlies many of the challenges of first genera-
tion AI tools in healthcare. We need to have a broader conversation about the types of problems in 
healthcare that AI is well-suited for. AI/ML in their current forms may be weak ammunition against 
wicked problems or those that follow non-linear decision trees.

 > Platform business models may grow to play a bigger role in the healthcare market. As value migrates 
to data and algorithms, data producers and consumers will require multi-sided market platforms. 
Major players like Amazon, Google, and Microsoft undoubtedly aim to take advantage of their sub-
stantial market power to meet this growing need. Apple is also angling towards this strategy, first 
building a user base of data creators through their apps, then building out their AI/ML capabilities by 
partnering with academic medical centers and acquiring companies that offer products and services 
from sensors to AI/ML consulting.

 > Data exchange obstacles are persistent. Once an AI system is put into use it requires continual data 
input for system improvement. This is where AI collides with an endemic problem in healthcare: data 
sharing. To sustain AI innovation, payment systems will need to continue to assess the access to new 
data issue in value-based payment structures.

 > Data security must be baked into applications and addressed in AI/ML partnership governance. Ex-
perts have noted that adversarial networks could be quite dangerous in healthcare and warned that 
current systems are vulnerable not only to device hacking but to hacking of medical data and images 
for payment fraud.40 

39 Pearl, Judea, and Dana Mackenzie. The book of why: the new science of cause and effect. Basic Books, 2018.
40 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/21/science/health-medicine-artificial-intelligence.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/21/science/health-medicine-artificial-intelligence.html
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 > Because data sharing is essential for innovation, trust between physicians, patients, and collabora-
tors will become a major currency in the AI/ML ecosystem—and trust will require transparency and 
equity in the products developed from patient data. Healthcare will be impacted by the growing 
backlash against large platform players and their use of personal data. Future growth will necessitate 
dealing with consumer trust issues early and integrating ethical concerns in the development of 
products and services. These risks will need to be addressed and countered with clear analyses of 
the ROI of AI solutions which are difficult to find in the current market.

 > The human element is essential, particularly in clinical applications, from actual human-computer in-
terfaces, to understanding the workings of AI systems to explain them to patients in informed con-
sent encounters, and to validate data and algorithms. A recent report41 on a collaboration between 
linguists and AI developers to understand physician-patient communications revealed tremendous 
gains in improving both the patient and physician experience of clinical encounters when the anthro-
pological-linguistic elements of medicine are integrated into AI-tech development.

 > AMCs should be central agents in public-private partnerships and innovation sandboxes for AI/ML 
development across the ecosystem. They can play a role in developing AI/ML toolkits and in curat-
ing and aggregating high-value datasets.

 > There is a growing realization that we need to be honest about what types of clinical problems AI is 
good for and where it falls short. For problems with fairly linear decision approaches or less complex 
decision trees, algorithms are particularly strong—but health outcomes and medicine are known for 
their complexity and for “wicked problems” with no single solution. Wicked problems are routine in 
symptom checkers, clinical decision support, and many drug development/discovery scenarios. Inat-
tention to these issues will lead to poor applications that can potentially increase physician work-
loads.

 > To sustain engagement, vendors will soon need to demonstrate ROI, which may be more complex for 
AI than other technologies because of AI’s underlying economics.42 At the simplest level, one can 
evaluate the cost savings of automation for a specific task. But for more robust applications, as AI 
brings down the cost of prediction, the value of data goes up. Similarly, the value of human predic-
tion decreases, but the value of human judgment increases because AI cannot judge. Predictions are 
only valuable to the extent that they change actions. These cycles need to be considered as AI im-
plementations mature to understand the economic impact and the ecological effects of the valida-
tion process.

 > In the area of patient safety, AI’s impact can cut both ways: over-reliance on systems can create det-
rimental automation bias. Critical skills will also include assessing whether an AI system is operating 
outside of the “comfort zone” in which it was trained.43 Challen et al have created a checklist of qual-
ity control issues helpful in assessing ML applications in the patient safety context (Appendix 1).

We are still early in the evolution of AI/ML in healthcare, and many foundational elements of a mature ecosys-
tem are yet to be created. Data sharing mechanisms and governance accompanied by the appropriate incentives 
and regulatory environment will be critical to addressing key roadblocks. 

With the current focus on an ever-increasing number of novel ML models, we lose sight of challenges in data 
sharing, ethics, informed consent, and governance of public-private partnerships—all foundational elements of 
the digital health market, and vital for utilizing AI at scale. While there is some growth in partnerships across 
public and private sectors, a substantial amount of thought and innovation is needed to improve data liquidity 
and security, to address biases in data and algorithms, and to think through the ecological issues (i.e. workforce 
and patient autonomy/rights) that AI raises. Neglecting these issues now may create major roadblocks in ethical 
debts and reputational risks later in the journey. 

41 https://qz.com/1700778/a-doctor-and-a-linguist-are-using-ai-to-improve-palliative-care/
42 Arawal, A et al. Prediction Machines: The Simple Economics of Artificial Intelligence
43 For a full discussion of issues related to distribution bias and other patient safety issues see Challen R et al. 

2019. Artificial intelligence, bias and clinical safety. BMJ Qual Saf, 28:231-237.

https://qz.com/1700778/a-doctor-and-a-linguist-are-using-ai-to-improve-palliative-care/
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Appendix: Patient Safety Issues
Distributional shift

 > Has the system been tested in diverse locations, underlying software architectures (such as elec-
tronic health reccords), and populations?

 > How can we be sure the training data matches what we expect to see in real life and does not contain 
bias?

• How can we be confident of the quality of the ‘labels’ the system is trained on?

• Do the ‘labels’ represent a concrete outcome (‘ground truth’) or a clinical opinion?

• How has imbalance in the training set been addresed?

 > How is the system going to be monitored and maintained over time to adjust for prediction drift?

Insensitivity to impact

 > Does the system adjust its behavior (‘err on the side of caution’) where there are high impact nega-
tive outcomes?

 > Can the system identify ‘out of sample’ input and adjust its confidence accordingly?

Black box decision-making, unsafe failure and automation complacency

 > Are the system’s predictions interpretable?

 > Does it produce an estimate of confidence?

 > How is the centainty of prediction communicated to clinicians to avoid automation bias?

Reinforcement of outmoded practice and self-fulfilling predictions

 > How can it accomodate breaking changes to clinical practica?

 > What aspects of existing clinical practice does this system reinforce?
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